A 36 nucleotide deletion mutation in the coding region of the NS1 gene of an influenza A virus RNA segment 8 specifies a temperature-dependent host range phenotype.
Previously a spontaneous 36 nucleotide deletion in the coding region of NS1 was detected in the NS gene of a reassortant virus (CR43-3) recovered from a dual infection by the influenza A/Ann Arbor/6/60 cold-adapted (ca) mutant and wild-type (wt) influenza A/Alaska/6/77 (H3N2). The hemagglutinin, neuraminidase and NS genes were derived from the wild type virus parent while the other 5 genes were derived from the ca parent. The CR43-3 reassortant virus exhibited: (i) a host range (hr) phenotype, i.e. the reassortant replicated efficiently in avian cells in tissue culture but failed to grow in mammalian (MDCK) cell culture and (ii) an attenuation (att) phenotype, i.e., the reassortant was restricted in replication in the upper and lower respiratory tract of ferrets and hamsters. Since the CR43-3 reassortant possessed 5 genes from the ca parent which are each known to contain one or more mutations, it was not possible to assign the hr and att phenotypes solely to the NS deletion mutant gene. In order to determine the phenotype(s) specified solely by the mutant NS gene, it was transferred into a reassortant virus (143-1) which derived its seven other genes from the homologous wild type A/Alaska/6/77 virus. The deletion mutant NS gene specified only a partial hr phenotype manifested by a reduction in plaque size in MDCK tissue, but not a reduction in plaque number. Thus, the complete hr manifested by the CR43-3 parent virus is specified by the mutant NS1 gene acting in concert with one or more genes derived from the ca virus. The clone 143-1 virus exhibited the ts phenotype and was restricted in plaque formation at 37 degrees C in MDCK cells, a level of temperature sensitivity previously shown with other ts mutants to correlate with significant restriction of viral replication in the lower respiratory tract of hamsters. However, the clone 143-1 virus grew almost as well as the wt virus in the upper and lower respiratory tracts of hamsters and chimpanzees and thus did not possess the att phenotype. The finding that the ts phenotype was not manifest in vivo in animals with a 37 degrees C core temperature indicates that the mutated NS1 gene specifies a host dependent ts phenotype with replication restricted in vitro (MDCK tissue culture) at 37 degrees C but not in vivo in the lungs of hamsters and chimpanzees. ts+ virus was readily recovered from infected hamsters and chimpanzees indicating that the ts phenotype specified by the 36-base deletion was not stable following replication in vivo.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)